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The most definitive work on gambling —

With hundreds of contributing editors, authors and government authorities!

UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL
GAMBLING™ REPORT SERIES
In Three Volumes
Research Editors Doctoral Directorate (REDD) on Gambling
with J. Kindt, Senior Editor

•Includes pronouncements from social leader Jesse Jackson

•Reprints Warren Buffett’s insights on the impact of gambling
•With references to news icons like Walter Cronkite
The United States International Gambling™ Report Series is the first academic collection
to deal comprehensively with gambling. This special collection reprints many important
government documents and academic source materials relevant to gambling issues. This
collection includes the academic publications and government testimonies of several
outstanding professors and government officials.

As important source documents on gambling issues began to disappear with the advent of
the 21st Century, the goals of this special collection are to bring together, republish, and
disseminate academic articles and government reports which:
 Added significantly to the literature on gambling’s economic, social, and government
impacts
 Were leadingedge publications when they were produced
 Significantly changed the direction of the academic research or influenced government
policies
This series is made up of three books:
Gambling: Executive Summaries and Recommendations
Gambling with National Security, Terrorism, and Military Readiness
Gambling with Crime, Destabilized Economies, and Financial Systems.
Each volume includes the Recommendations of the 1999 U.S. National Gambling Impact
Study Commission (NGISC) and observations by Chair Kay C. James and other academic
experts. Similarly, every volume contains multiple source materials and citations for the
pronouncements on gambling by news media icons such as Walter Cronkite and by social
leaders such as Jesse Jackson, as well as by U.S. Presidents, international leaders, gover
nors, and state and Federal legislators.

Gambling: Executive Summaries and
Recommendations
Reprinting and emulating the Recommendations of the 1999 National Gambling Impact
Study Commission, this book lists new and updated executive summaries and recommen
dations relating to U.S.international gambling, as well as American Indian gambling.
An extensive “Introduction” to gambling issues provides an easy to use, but welldocument
ed, synopsis for each of the many issues in decriminalizing organized gambling, including:
The new Russian ban on 2,230 casinos
Internet gambling
 The gambling drain on the economy and its net negative impact on job creation
Addicted gambling and suicides
Gamblingcaused increases in bankruptcies, crime, and prostitution
 Gambling’s $3 in taxpayer costs for every $1 in benefits
These concerns are exemplified by the reprinted press release and news account: 40 Econo
mists Side Against More Gambling. The conclusion is that the debate on gambling’s
costs/benefits is over—the costs overwhelm any benefits.

Gambling with National Security, Terrorism,
and Military Readiness
This book details authoritative source materials and accompanying historical commentaries
documenting the impacts of gambling on U.S. and international security issues, including
terrorism issues and military readiness concerns.
U.S. Presidential correspondence, as well as U.S. Congressional hearings and statements, are
printed in this volume—some for the first time—including the pivotal communiqués which
led to the enactment of the 1996 U.S. Gambling Commission, the 2006 Unlawful Internet
Gambling Enforcement Act (UIGEA), and various laws impacting American Indians.
Reprinted items include Warren Buffett’s insights on the overall negative socioeconomic
impacts of legalized gambling. Highlighted is the definitive study on increased crime caused
by gambling, which was authored by Professors Earl Grinols and David Mustard (and
originally published by Harvard and MIT). Also reproduced are testimonies by wellknown
officials of the National Coalition Against Legalized Gambling (NCALG), including Tom
Grey on socioeconomic issues and Dianne Berlin on consumer protection issues and
corruption. Analyses of gambling issues cross the spectrum from the Department of Home
land Security, the Department of Defense, and military personnel—to the Citizens Equal
Rights Alliance (CERA), Stop Predatory Gambling, and One Nation United (ONU).

Gambling with Crime, Destabilized Economies,
and Financial Systems
In this volume, historical comments and reprinted government source materials document
the predictable negative socioeconomic impacts of decriminalized organized gambling on
U.S. and international economies and destabilized financial systems.
One important historical document is the reprinted analysis of gambling’s negative impacts
on job creation, which was presented to the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston. Furthermore,
this volume has sample templates for economic analyses involving gambling, as exemplified
by one produced by Wichita State University. Historical documents also include the 2007
Canadian Investigation into the Ontario Lottery and Gaming Corporation’s Protection of the Public
from Fraud and Theft, as well as the 1999 Final Report Summary of the Australian Productivity
Commission, which paralleled the 1999 U.S. NGISC Final Report. Reprinted analyses and
position papers include those by the National Association of Attorneys General (NAAG),
former NGISC Executive Director Timothy Kelly, the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, and
the Program in Arms Control, Disarmament, and International Security (ACDIS).

About the Editor
John W. Kindt is a Professor of Business and Legal Policy at the
University of Illinois. After receiving a B.A. in business from the
College of William and Mary in 1972, Professor Kindt earned several
graduate degrees in law and business, specifically, J.D., 1976, and
MBA, 1977, from the University of Georgia; LL.M., 1978, and SJD, 1981,
from the University of Virginia.
Professor Kindt’s research has resulted in more than 70 academic
articles and studies in the areas of antitrust law, commercial law, and
environmental law. For 20 years his research has been focused on the
societal, business, and economic impacts of decriminalizing gambling
activities, particularly gambling's destabilization of international finan
cial institutions and criminal justice systems.

Pricing Information
United States International Gambling™ Report Series
The Set, in 3 books................................................................................................................$295.00

Gambling: Executive Summaries and Recommendations
1 volume, cloth.......................................................................................................................$95.00
Item # 343410
ISBN 9780837717159,
Published: Buffalo; William S. Hein & Co., Inc.; 2008

Gambling with National Security, Terrorism, and Military Readiness
1 volume, cloth.....................................................................................................................$125.00
Item # 342950
ISBN 9780837738024
Published: Buffalo; William S. Hein & Co., Inc.; 2009

Gambling with Crime, Destabilized Economies, and Financial Systems
1 volume, cloth.....................................................................................................................$125.00
Item # 342960
ISBN 9780837738031
Published: Buffalo; William S. Hein & Co., Inc.; 2009

Call 1.800.828.7571 to order your copy today!
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